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Container-based virtualization is a promising deployment model in fog and edge computing applications
because it allows a seamless co-existence of virtualized applications in a heterogeneous environment without
introducing significant overhead. Certain application domains (e.g., industrial automation, automotive, or
aerospace) mandate that applications exhibit a certain degree of temporal predictability. Container-based
virtualization cannot be easily used for such applications since the technology is not designed to support
real-time properties and handle temporal disturbances. This paper proposes a framework consisting of a static
offline and a dynamic online phase for resource allocation and adaptive re-dimensioning of real-time containers.
In the offline phase, the optimal initial deployment and dimensioning of containers are decided based on
ideal system models. Additionally, in order to adapt to dynamic variations caused by changing workloads or
interferences, the online phase adapts the CPU usage and limits of real-time containers at runtime in order to
improve the real-time behavior of the real-time containerized applications while optimizing resource usage.
We implement the framework in a real Linux-based system and show through a series of experiments that the
proposed framework is able to adjust and re-distribute computing resources between containers in order to
improve the real-time behavior of containerized applications in the presence of temporal disturbances while
optimizing resource usage.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Container-based virtualization and container orchestration became de facto standards to package
and deploy applications in cloud environments [45]. Virtualization provides functional isolation
enabling the co-location of applications on a shared physical machine, while orchestration provides
management of containerized applications, automation of deployment, and maintaining scalability
in a cluster of physical machines. Such technologies are paving the way for recent trends such as
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fog and edge computing, where an application is spanned across multiple computing layers. In fog
computing, the edge layers host low latency functions, while the cloud layers host computationally
demanding functions. Currently, industrial domains, e.g., robot control, automotive, aviation,
and mixed-criticality-systems in general [16] seek to adopt container-based virtualization and
orchestration in their ecosystems in order to fulfill Industry 4.0 needs [25, 28, 37, 39]. That is the
flexibility of the manufacturing process, decentralization of functions, increasing automation, and
resource efficiency.
However, industrial domains have elevated requirements for applications, especially in real-

time areas [16, 42]. Industrial applications require both functional correctness and timeliness to
produce computation results [3, 39]. In the presence of timing violations, the usefulness of computed
results decreases (i.e., soft real-time), or it may even result in catastrophic consequences (i.e., hard
real-time). Unfortunately, real-time behavior is challenging to achieve in systems using container-
based virtualization and orchestration since timing predictability is not a major concern of these
technologies. As noted in [24], remotely-hosted virtual environments suffer from variances in
processing times that are changing with the executed workloads [2, 24].
Due to container-based virtualization’s limited performance isolation, co-located applications

may affect each other’s performance in unpredictable ways [32]. For instance, co-located containers
may share the Last Level Cache (LLC), i.e., a cache that is accessed by the cores prior to fetching from
memory. Intensive simultaneous use of the cache by multiple containers may increase the response
time of the containerized applications, and time predictability (i.e., real-time behavior) may be
negatively impacted. The effect of performance interference is depicted in the experiment (Figure 1),
which shows a performance loss due to the simultaneous use of a shared LLC cache. Figure 1a
shows how the response time of a container is impacted by a co-located container running on
another core. The co-located container periodically changes its workload between a cache-intensive
and a non-cache-intensive one. As a result, the response times increase during the cache-intensive
periods. Similarly, Figure 1b shows the change in response time when an increasing number of
containers are co-located with the measured containerized application.

The problem of timing interference between containers is further complicated by the fact that it
varies widely across platforms. This fact is crucial in fog and edge computing, where hardware-
heterogeneous physical machines are present, and for which the effect of interference may not be
known beforehand. An additional factor that hinders the real-time behavior of container-based
computing (and computing in general) is the unpredictable changing workload. Containers may
be performing updates or serving increased user-generated workloads that may influence the
performance of other co-located containers, which may also be unknown in advance.

Taking into account the aforementioned factors influencing the real-time behavior of containers,
this paper proposes a joint hierarchical container virtualization and orchestration framework that
aims to improve the real-time behavior of real-time containers in a multi-container environment.
The proposed framework consists of two phases, an offline phase, and an online phase. The offline
phase is in charge of solving the deployment problem, i.e., it decides where to place containers and
how to dimension their real-time interfaces on the basis of design-time models. This phase is related
to the server design problem in hierarchical scheduling [29, 41]. On the other hand, the online
phase attempts to bridge the gap between the assumptions that are needed for the deployment,
in which idealized models are used, and the actual dynamic behavior of the containers that may
negatively impact the runtime performance of real-time containers, as described above. The online
phase hence adjusts and distributes the CPU resources among real-time and non-real-time best-
effort (BE) containers based on a continuous runtime evaluation of the real-time performance of
containers. In this work, we emphasize the problem of resource interference and performance
loss due to changing workload of co-located containers, a problem that is especially significant in
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(a) The response time of a co-located container may vary over time due to changes in the
workload of the interfering container. In this example the co-located container changes its
workload periodically.
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(b) An example of changing response times of a container caused by the interfering containers.
We successively deploy 1 to 3 interfering containers on different CPU cores. The response time
is negatively affected by the amount of co-located containers.

Fig. 1. Two examples of interference between containers utilizing LLC caches. The examples show extended
response times of a containerized application caused by the extensive LLC cache usage by co-located
containers.

heterogeneous platforms (e.g., fog computing). We focus on the computational part of mitigating the
resource interference (i.e., adjusting computational resources) and keep other parts (e.g., location
awareness, networking) inherent to fog computing for future work.

In this paper, we define and solve both the offline and the online phases of the real-time container
orchestration problem. For the offline phase, we use well-known approaches for the server design
problem and extend them to the problem at hand, formulating the allocation and dimensioning of
containers as an optimization problem that can be solved via, e.g., integer linear programming (ILP)
and satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) solvers or using well-known heuristics if the problem
size exceeds the scalability of optimal solutions. In the online phase, the Hierarchical Framework
dynamically compensates for the real-time performance variability in a multi-node container-
based environment using a three-level control hierarchy. The first- and second-level controllers
compensate for the performance losses in a computing node by continuously measuring and re-
adjusting the CPU bandwidth reservation for containers. The third-level controller is in charge of
the migration of containers amongst computing nodes in case the required real-time performance
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cannot be achieved within the scope of the individual node. Finally, we describe the implementation
in Linux of our Hierarchical Framework and a series of experiments that shows the viability of our
solution.
Contributions of this paper are as follows:

• We propose a framework that combines offline placement and online redimensioning of
resources for real-time containers. In the offline phase, we formulate the initial deployment
of containers as the optimization problem. In the online phase, we enable the self-adaptation
of resources for real-time containers based on their timing requirements.

• We present an architectural design and a detailed explanation of the three-level hierarchy of
controllers utilized for adapting resources and migrating real-time containers.

• We implement the online adaptation of real-time containers in Linux and provide an evalua-
tion that shows the feasibility of the solution. We utilize and enhance the HCBS (Hierarchical
Constant Bandwidth Server) patch [1] with the ability to adjust resources at runtime.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the background and surveys the related
work, followed by the system architecture and system model in Section 3. We present the details
of our orchestration framework, including the offline and online adaptation phases in Section 4.
Section 5 shows experimental results, and finally, Section 7 concludes this work.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATEDWORK
Providing real-time performance for container-based computation is outgoing research, the main
research directions are summarized in [43]. The major research directions focus on the mitigation
of scheduling latencies and scheduling jitters for containers by using PREEMPT_RT patch [26, 31],
applying real-time co-kernels for container-based virtualization [7, 8, 15, 17], and employing
the hierarchical scheduling framework for real-time containers to enable temporal isolation of
containerized applications [1]. However, none of the studies addresses performance interference
between containers nor mitigating performance interference.
Abeni et al. [1] present the Linux Kernel enhanced with hierarchical scheduling that utilizes

the Hierarchical Scheduling Framework. The authors hierarchically connect two existing Linux
scheduling policies (SCHED_DEADLINE and SCHED_RT). The former policy implements the EDF
(Earliest Deadline First) algorithm combined with CBS (Constant Bandwidth Server) [4], serving as
a selector of the container with the earliest deadline. The latter local policy schedules the highest-
priority runnable task from the particular container. Thus, a user can reserve a CPU quota over
a given period. We base our resource adaptation framework on this approach which allows us
to continuously adapt container resources by changing the CPU quota and the period. Our work
utilizes the proposed Kernel patch and adds a mechanism for resource reservation adjustments at
runtime.

Container orchestrators are tools that manage containerized applications, automate deployment,
and enable scalability in a cluster of physical machines. However, the development of real-time con-
tainer orchestration is in the early stage. Several studies attempt to enhance existing orchestrators
(i.e, Kubernetes1, OpenStack2) with awareness of real-time requirements. For instance, Struhar et
al. [44] and Fiori et al. [24] leverage Kubernetes for the deployment of real-time containers. Similarly,
Cucinotta et al. [21] use OpenStack, which is able to deploy real-time containers. The solutions
conduct a utilization-based admission test upon a container deployment request. Barletta et al. [9]
introduce an orchestration approach for mixed-criticality systems with real-time requirements.
The before-mentioned papers extend the orchestrators with the ability to perform schedulability

1Available at https://kubernetes.io/
2Available at https://openstack.org/
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tests and place containers in suitable nodes. However, our work adds additional dimensions for the
orchestration: real-time migration (when there are not enough resources) and online adjustment of
resources to maintain soft real-time performance.
Containerized applications can be scaled either horizontally or vertically. Horizontal scaling

(also known as replication) involves adding computational resources linked with the application [5].
Vertical scaling implies changing functional or non-functional resources such as CPU time, memory,
etc. In the study by Al-Dhuraibi et al. [5], the authors provide a system for elastic scaling of
containers that adjusts memory, vCPU cores, and CPU fractions according to the workload. The
resource adjustment strategy is based on static thresholds of response times. The study provides
a simple strategy to vertically control resources. In our work, we focus on real-time containers
containing periodic tasks. We monitor and take control actions continuously, and thus, eliminate
long breath-down/break-up periods needed to reach a stable system state. Additionally, we consider
the offline phase for computing the parameters of containers and computing the initial placement
of the containers.

The study by Rossi et al. [36] proposes reinforcement learning techniques for adapting at runtime
the deployment of container-based applications by means of horizontal and vertical elasticity.
The system adapts without the need to tune the system manually. Furthermore, both vertical and
horizontal scaling (that can introduce performance penalties) is explored. The paper [40] presents a
data-driven, machine-learning technique based on Gaussian Processes to build a predictive runtime
model of the system’s performance, which can adapt itself to the variability in workload changes.

3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE AND SYSTEMMODEL
In this section, we present the architecture and system model of the proposed framework. The
architecture of the system is depicted in Figure 2. The framework consists of the offline phase and a
three-level control architecture for the online phase encompassing container-level, node-level, and
cluster-level controllers. The offline phase is (a) responsible for the computation of ideal real-time
interfaces (an initial value of the resource reservation) for a given set of containers and their
real-time requirements and (b) responsible for selecting a node for an incoming container. The
three-level controller hierarchy mitigates temporal disturbances by a continuous redistribution of
system resources and migration of containers in case of a shortage of resources in a computing
node.

Computing node

Orchestrating node

Node-level
Controller

Cluster-level
Controller

Real-time 
Container

Container-level
Controller

Resource
Reservation

RT
Monitor

Real-time 
Container

Container-level
Controller

Resource
Reservation

RT
Monitor

Best-effort
Containers

Fig. 2. Architecture of the system.
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Table 1. System model notations.

Model Notation Definition

Node

𝑛 total number of nodes
Π𝑏𝑒
𝑗

Set of BE containers on node 𝑗

Πrt
𝑗

Set of RT containers on node 𝑗

𝑓𝑀
𝑗

Memory capacity
𝑓 𝑆
𝑗

Storage capacity

Task

𝜏𝑖 ∈ T 𝜏𝑖 = (𝑇𝑖 , {𝐶1
𝑖
, . . . ,𝐶𝑛

𝑖
}, 𝐷𝑖 , 𝑝𝑖 )

𝑇𝑖 Period
𝐶1
𝑖
, . . . ,𝐶𝑛

𝑖
Node-dependent Worst-Case Execution Times

𝐷𝑖 Deadline
𝑝𝑖 Task priority

Container

𝜋 𝜋 = (T𝑘 , 𝑃𝑘 ,𝑄𝑘 ,𝐶𝐿𝑀𝑘 , 𝜋
𝑀
𝑘
, 𝜋𝑆

𝑘
)

𝑚 total number of containers
𝑄𝑘 CPU quota
𝑃𝑘 Replenishment period
𝐶𝐿𝑀𝑘 Container Level Metrics
𝜋𝑀
𝑘

Memory demand
𝜋𝑆
𝑘

Storage demand

The system model is based on the React Orchestrator presented in [44] that consists of the
following elements: the Task model, the Container model, the computer Node model, the Cluster
model, and the Hierarchical scheduler. The notation of the model is summarized in Table 1 and
described as follows.
For the computing node model, we assume that there are 𝑛 nodes in the system, where each

node 𝑓𝑗 , 𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛 has a certain amount of memory and storage resources, denoted with 𝑓 𝑀𝑗 and
𝑓 𝑆𝑗 , respectively. We assume that each node has a single-core CPU with a given CPU frequency
which will affect the WCET of a task assigned to it (see below). Multi-core CPUs can be modeled as
separate single-core nodes that are part of the cluster. Each computing node 𝑓𝑗 is capable of running
both RT containers and best effort (BE) containers. We define the set of RT and BE containers on
node 𝑓𝑗 with Π𝑟𝑡

𝑗 and Π𝑏𝑒
𝑗 , respectively. The cluster 𝐶 consists of several nodes, 𝑓1, . . . , 𝑓𝑛 , that are

connected with the orchestrator.
For the task model, we assume a periodic task model [30] that describes a periodically executed

stream of jobs. A task (𝜏𝑖 ∈ T ) consists of a stream of jobs. Each job of a task 𝜏𝑖 is periodically
activated at the beginning of each period (𝑇𝑖 ) and has a prescribed relative deadline𝐷𝑖 . The execution
time of each job is specified by Worst-Case Execution Time (WCET), denoted as 𝐶𝑖 . Additionally,
each task has a relative priority 𝑝𝑖 that is used to determine the processing sequence within the
container. For heterogeneous systems with a significant difference in hardware capabilities the
execution time of tasks will have a high variance depending on where the container is placed.
Hence, the execution time𝐶𝑖 of tasks will depend on the CPU frequency of the respective node. For
capturing tasks and containers that are allocated on heterogeneous systems, we introduce instead
of 𝐶𝑖 an array 𝐶1

𝑖 , . . . ,𝐶
𝑛
𝑖 , representing the worst-case execution time of the task 𝜏𝑖 on every node.

For the container model, we assume that there are𝑚 containers in the system, each container 𝜋𝑘 ,
𝑘 = 1, . . . ,𝑚 having a memory (𝜋𝑀

𝑘
) and storage (𝜋𝑆

𝑘
) demand resulting from the individual memory

and storage demands of the tasks running in the respective container that has to be satisfied by the
node’s resources, similar to [44]. A real-time RT container 𝜋𝑘 ∈ Πrt

𝑗 has an RT interface expressed
as (𝑃𝑘 , 𝑄𝑘 ) where 𝑄𝑘 is a CPU quota that is required to be provided over a period 𝑃𝑘 . We introduce

ACM Trans. Embedd. Comput. Syst., Vol. , No. , Article . Publication date: April 2023.
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the metric of a container 𝜋𝑘 , denoted by 𝐶𝐿𝑀𝑘 , to capture the performance of RT containers. Each
container is running a pre-defined subset of the tasks T 𝑘 ∈ T .
In each node, there may be multiple sources of non-determinism that may affect the real-time

behavior of containerized tasks, e.g., kernel latencies, interrupts, context switches, caches, etc.
However, we argue that it is difficult to accurately model and capture all these sources of non-
determinism in a real system. Hence, we keep our node model simple and do not attempt to include
different overhead and interference sources. Our online phase is tailored to address this very
problem and not to mandate that all sources of non-determinism in the system are known since
these latencies will be compensated for in the online adaptation mechanism if they negatively
affect the real-time behavior of the tasks within containers (see below).
For the scheduler/dispatcher model, we assume that the system uses a two-level hierarchical

scheduler. The global scheduler uses the EDF algorithm to select the container with the earliest
deadline (the deadline of the container is aligned with its period). The EDF scheduler is combined
with the Constant Bandwidth Server with hard allocation. The local scheduler is a fixed priority
scheduler that chooses the highest priority runnable task inside of the selected container. This
model can be achieved with the modified Linux distribution (e.g., Abeni’s HCBS implementation [1])
where a CBS scheduler (SCHED_DEADLINE) has a higher priority than the fixed-priority scheduler
(SCHED_RT) in the kernel scheduling hierarchy. We assume that other tasks (i.e., BE container tasks)
are scheduled by the Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS), having the lowest priority.

4 HIERARCHICAL RESOURCE ORCHESTRATION FRAMEWORK
We present the Hierarchical Resource Orchestration Framework, which is a general orchestration
framework for static and dynamic allocation and dimensioning of real-time containers. The frame-
work leverages real-time containers, i.e., containers that provide both spatial and temporal isolation
of containerized applications. Adding real-time properties to containers has been addressed in [1]
by introducing a hierarchical scheduling patch for Linux-based systems. The patch ensures that
the container would not violate the CPU resource reservation of other containers (however, it
does not solve the possible interference between containers due to sharing of resources other
than CPU). Our framework manages the deployment and adaptation of real-time containers in
distributed applications featuring heterogeneous computing nodes so that individual real-time
task requirements are met. These requirements are not only related to real-time behavior but also
resource usages such as memory, I/O, and storage requirements and non-functional requirements
such as fault-tolerance, power consumption, or resource efficiency.

The input to the Hierarchical Resource Orchestration Framework is a set of real-time tasks and
containers. The containers include either real-time tasks with constrained deadlines assigned to
real-time (RT) containers or non-real-time tasks which are assigned to best-effort (BE) containers.
Real-time tasks are additionally defined using a worst-case execution time (WCET) and a period
specifying an upper bound on the computation of the task in each period and the rate at which the
task is activated. Both RT and BE containers can coexist on the same core, but they are spatially
and temporally isolated. The real-time tasks are pre-allocated to containers, but the containers are
not pre-allocated to computing nodes (and cores), although they can have a certain affinity set,
constraining the set of nodes to which they can be allocated. As defined in [44], each RT container
𝜋𝑘 has additionally an RT interface consisting of (𝑃𝑘 , 𝑄𝑘 ) where 𝑄𝑘 is the CPU quota within an
interval (period) 𝑃𝑘 , defining that the container 𝜋𝑘 cannot use more than 𝑄𝑘 time units over an
interval of 𝑃𝑘 time units.

The system, proposed in this paper, consists of two phases: offline and online phase. The former
ensures the computation of the initial real-time interfaces, and the latter phase deals with the online
adaptation of resources to the containers. Both phases are described in the following sections.

ACM Trans. Embedd. Comput. Syst., Vol. , No. , Article . Publication date: April 2023.
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4.1 Offline Phase
For the offline phase, the tasks are pre-assigned to containers, but containers (scheduled using the
CBS SCHED_DEADLINE scheduler class of Linux) are not assigned to nodes, although they may have
a certain affinity to a subset of nodes based on, e.g., ASIL level or node capabilities. The tasks inside
the containers are scheduled via a fixed-priority scheduling class (usually the SCHED_RT scheduler
class in Linux). We assume that the task priorities are given (usually via a deadline-monotonic
assignment). In line with the model from [44], a RT container 𝜋𝑘 has an RT interface expressed as
(𝑃𝑘 , 𝑄𝑘 ) where 𝑃𝑘 is a period and 𝑄𝑘 is a CPU quota.
The main objective of the offline phase is to assign to each container an ideal RT interface by

selecting (𝑃𝑘 , 𝑄𝑘 ) such that the fixed-priority tasks are schedulable. This problem is generally
referred to as the server design problem in hierarchical scheduling [29, 41]. We use the lower linear
approximation for the supply bound function of the periodic resource defined in [6, 29]. From [29]
we have ∀𝜋𝑘 ∈ Πrt

𝑗 , using 𝛼𝑘 = 𝑄𝑘/𝑃𝑘 and Δ𝑘 = 2 · (𝑃𝑘 − 𝑄𝑘 ), the linear supply lower bound
function lslbf(𝑡)𝑘 is defined as

lslbf𝑘 (𝑡) = max{0, (𝑡 − Δ𝑘 ) · 𝛼𝑘 }. (1)

With the fixed-priority scheduler within the container, we can use the analysis from [29] to relate
the (𝑃𝑘 , 𝑄𝑘 ) values to the schedulability of the tasks within the respective container 𝜋𝑘 . Theorem 3
of [29] states that the task set T 𝑘 is schedulable under the resource abstraction (𝑃𝑘 , 𝑄𝑘 ) using the
linear supply lower bound function lslbf𝑘 (𝑡) if

Δ𝑘 ≤ min
𝜏𝑖 ∈T𝑘

max
𝑡 ∈P𝑖−1 (𝐷𝑖 )

𝑡 − 1
𝛼𝑘

(
𝐶𝑖 +

∑︁
𝜏 𝑗 ∈T𝑘

𝑝 𝑗 ≥𝑝𝑖

⌈
𝑡

𝑇𝑗

⌉
·𝐶 𝑗

)
, (2)

where: 
P0 (𝑡) = {𝑡}

P𝑖 (𝑡) = P𝑖−1

( ⌊
𝑡

𝑇𝑖

⌋
𝑇𝑖

)
∪ P𝑖−1 (𝑡).

Any values 𝑃𝑘 =
Δ𝑘

2(1−𝛼𝑘 ) and 𝑄𝑘 = 𝛼𝑘𝑃𝑘 , for which 𝛼𝑘 and Δ𝑘 conform to Eq. (2) are valid.
However, as described in [29], there is a trade-off between the wasted bandwidth and the context
switch cost, as bigger periods result in fewer context switches, but the allocated container utilization
has to be kept low to avoid wasting CPU bandwidth. Therefore, a cost function is proposed in [29]
that leverages the two objectives via a weighted sum tuned by two design-time constants. The cost
function proposed in [29] contains two design-time constants, 𝑐1 and 𝑐2, which enable the system
designer to parameterize the trade-off depending on the design goals of the system. We adapt the
cost function 𝐽 for a container from [29] as follows:

𝐽 = 𝑐1
𝛿 𝑗

𝑃𝑘
+ 𝑐2𝛼𝑘 (3)

where 𝛿 𝑗 is the context switch overhead of the node 𝑓𝑗 where the container is placed. As can be
seen, the cost function assumes that the container has already been assigned and the context switch
overhead is known, which is not the case here since the containers have not been allocated yet.

In homogeneous systems or in heterogeneous systems where there is not a significant variance
in the hardware capabilities, we can solve the server design problem immediately by choosing the
lowest CPU speed as a reference. Therefore, the second stage allocation of containers to nodes
becomes a bin-packing problem (with complexity NP-hard) that can be solved using exact methods
or, for larger problem sizes, by heuristic approximations [18].
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For heterogeneous systems with a significant difference in hardware capabilities, not only the
system overhead, but also the execution time of tasks will have a high variance depending on where
the container is placed. Hence, both the execution time 𝐶𝑖 of tasks, as well as the context switch
overhead 𝛿 𝑗 , become variables that depend on the allocation. Moreover, both Eq. (2) and the cost
function from Eq. (3) have to be considered as part of the allocation problem. For the purposes of
the optimization problem, we remind the reader that instead of𝐶𝑖 representing the single WCET in
the standard model (c.f. [29]), we use an array 𝐶1

𝑖 , . . . ,𝐶
𝑛
𝑖 , representing the worst-case execution

time of the task 𝜏𝑖 on every node.
We define for each container 𝜋𝑘 , 𝑘 = 1, . . . ,𝑚 the following variables:
• a set of Boolean variables 𝑣𝑘1 , . . . , 𝑣

𝑘
𝑛 specifying whether the container is allocated to the

respective node or not,
• the container period 𝑃𝑘 and budget 𝑄𝑘 .

The optimization problem can therefore be expressed as:

minimize
{𝑄𝑘 ,𝑃𝑘 ,𝑣

𝑘
1 ,...,𝑣

𝑘
𝑛 |𝑘=1,...,𝑚}

𝑐1 ·
𝑚∑︁
𝑘=1

∑𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑣

𝑘
𝑗 · 𝛿 𝑗

𝑃𝑘
+ 𝑐2 ·

𝑚∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑄𝑘

𝑃𝑘
(4)

subject to:

∀𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛 :
𝑚∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑣𝑘𝑗 · 𝜋𝑀𝑘 ≤ 𝑓 𝑀𝑗 , (5)

∀𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛 :
𝑚∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑣𝑘𝑗 · 𝜋𝑆𝑘 ≤ 𝑓 𝑆𝑗 , (6)

∀𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛 :
𝑚∑︁
𝑘=1

𝑣𝑘𝑗 ·𝑄𝑘

𝑃𝑘
≤ 1, (7)

∀𝑘 = 1, . . . ,𝑚,∀𝑗 = 1, . . . , 𝑛 : 𝑣𝑘𝑗 = {0, 1}, (8)

∀𝑘 = 1, . . . ,𝑚 :
𝑛∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑣𝑘𝑗 = 1, (9)

∀𝑘 = 1, . . . ,𝑚 :
𝑄𝑘

𝑃𝑘
≥

∑︁
𝜏𝑖 ∈T𝑘

∑𝑛
𝑗=1 𝑣

𝑗

𝑘
·𝐶 𝑗

𝑖

𝑇𝑖
, (10)

∀𝑘 = 1, . . . ,𝑚 :
∧

𝜏𝑖 ∈T𝑘

∨
𝑡 ∈P𝑖−1 (𝐷𝑖 )

𝑡 − 2 · (𝑃𝑘 −𝑄𝑘 ) −
𝑃𝑘

𝑄𝑘

(
𝑛∑︁
𝑗=1

𝑣
𝑗

𝑘
·𝐶 𝑗

𝑖
+

∑︁
𝜏𝑙 ∈T𝑘

𝑝𝑙 ≥𝑝𝑖

𝑛∑︁
𝑗=1

⌈
𝑡

𝑇𝑙

⌉
· 𝑣 𝑗

𝑘
·𝐶 𝑗

𝑙

)
≥ 0.

(11)

The first two constraints (Eqs. (5) and (6)) check the memory availability on each node and the
constraint defined in Eq. (7) enforces that each node is not overutilized. The next two conditions
(Eqs. (8) and (9)) constrain the Boolean assignment variables to be correct, i.e., one container can
only be assigned to one node. The condition in Eq. (10) ensures that the bandwidth of the container
is sufficient to execute all tasks within the container. Please note that we need the sum over the list
of possible WCETs for each task multiplied by the binary assignment variable for the container
to node assignment in order to select the correctly scaled WCET for each task. The last condition
(Eq. (11)) is the schedulability test from [29], reformulated and extended in the context of the
RT container offline allocation problem. We have extended the test from [29] by including the
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allocation problem via the binary variables 𝑣𝑘1 , . . . , 𝑣
𝑘
𝑛 , which select the correct WCET for the given

node allocation. If a container 𝑘 is allocated to a specific node 𝑗 , all the Boolean allocation variables
𝑣𝑘1 , . . . , 𝑣

𝑘
𝑛 will have a value of 0 except for the Boolean variable 𝑣𝑘𝑗 which will have a value of 1.

Hence, equation Eq. (11) reduces to the schedulability test from [29] but additionally selects the
correct WCET (𝐶 𝑗

𝑖
) for the respective node allocation. We also note that the condition in Eq. (10)

is not necessary for the schedulability test since it is implied by Eq. (11). However, since Eq. (11)
is quite complex and results in a large number of assertions, we add the necessary condition in
Eq. (10) to prune our invalid parameter values for the containers and therefore speed up the search
when a solver is used (see below).

Constrained satisfiability or optimization problems such as the one defined above can be solved
efficiently using Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) solvers or Optimization Modulo Theory (OMT)
solvers [12]. SMT solvers address more generalized instances of Boolean SAT problems which
benefit from being formulated in more expressive languages such as first-order logic that include
non-Boolean variables and constants, quantifiers, functions, and predicate symbols [11]. In order
to be more efficient and make the satisfiability problem decidable, SMT solvers can restrict the
interpretations of specific symbols a specific background theory like linear integer arithmetic
over natural numbers, arrays, real-numbers, or bit-vectors [11]. OMT solvers add optimization
objectives on top of the underlying first-order logic [12]. There are many efficient state-of-the-art
SMT and OMT solvers (e.g., CVC4 [10], MathSAT5 [14], openSMT [13], Z3 [22], Yices [19, 23]) that
compete each year against each other in the SMT-COMP (c.f. [46]) and have been used successfully
in application areas ranging from model checking [27], static analysis [38], automated test case
generation [35], scheduling [20], and optimization [11]. Hence, the optimization problem defined
above is a suitable candidate to be solved using, e.g., OptimizationModulo Theory (OMT) solvers [12]
like Z3 [22] under the quantifier-free fragment of non-linear integer arithmetic (QF_NIA).
Tuning the weights 𝑐1 and 𝑐2 can be done based on the overhead impact when running RT

containers. For example, in [44], we see that the system overhead is not highly impacted by the
container period or the number of RT containers; hence we can aim to optimize the bandwidth
usage to a higher degree.
We note that it may not always be necessary to obtain the best solution with respect to the

optimization objective from [29] (Eq. 3), since the online phase will compensate for the system
overhead and dynamic behavior, and also free up CPU bandwidth that is not used by a container (see
below). In this case, we can simplify and speed up the offline phase by retrieving any feasible solution
for the RT interfaces. We can thus simply encode the offline dimensioning problem into first-order
logic, leaving out the optimization objective, and solve it using high-performance Satisfiability
Modulo Theory (SMT) solvers like Yices [23] or Z3 [22].
The offline phase only guarantees the schedulability and correct temporal behavior of tasks in

an ideal scenario. At runtime, there may be any number of interference sources that affect the
temporal behavior. For example, it is impossible to include a complete model of the underlying
system (including the runtime interactions between tasks and containers) in the timing analysis.
Additionally, certain runtime artifacts (e.g., cache misses, SW/HW interrupts, the overhead of the
underlying operating system), as well as unforeseen changes in task workloads (that have not been
considered in the WCET calculation), also influence the runtime temporal behavior. Hence, both
the dimensioning and the allocation of the containers from the offline stage may not guarantee
that task deadlines are always maintained at runtime. Moreover, new containers may be added
during runtime, requiring a dynamic adaptation and allocation of the new container entities to
nodes. Hence, we next describe the online orchestration phase that is tailored to adapt to these
runtime changes and interferences.
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4.2 Online Phase
The online phase complements the initial deployment of the containers aiming to mitigate possible
performance disturbances by continuously re-adjusting the system resources of the containers.
The online phase takes action on three levels: on the container level, on the node level, and on the
cluster level. We envision two components (online monitoring component and online resources
adjusting component) interacting with each other to be able to respond to unforeseen changes
in the temporal behavior of runtime tasks. The online monitoring component is in charge of
monitoring the real-time and health aspects of applications. This aspect is described along with
the general framework for deploying and implementing an online container orchestrator module
in [44]. The authors introduce Container Level Metrics (CLM) to capture and continuously evaluate:
(i) the number of deadline misses, (ii) the lateness, and (iii) the response-time of real-time tasks.
Additionally, they also monitor Operating System-Level Metrics (OSLM) that convey a picture of
the health of the underlying system and the containers. In [44], special attention is given to the
system overhead, which can affect the temporal isolation property and system utilization. These
aspects can be used to optimize the response time of tasks as well as to detect overload scenarios
or starvation in BE containers.

4.2.1 Runtime Actions. At runtime, there are several actions that we can take based on the CLM and
OSLM measurements. The most straightforward parameter to change is the container budget. For
example, when detecting a deadline miss of a task, one can increase the budget of the corresponding
container, thus giving the tasks more CPU bandwidth to resume their correct behavior. The decision
of when and how much to increase the budget is non-trivial as it depends on multiple aspects like
the overall system utilization, the effects on other RT and non-RT containers, and the implications
on the system overhead. One can also change the period of a container, e.g., to let it run more
frequently. This also has complex implications on the overall system behavior and may also affect
other tasks running in the same container. Additionally, the implications of changing the period at
runtime on preempted but not finished tasks need to be considered.

A third dimension where one can enact changes is container allocation. If we detect at runtime
that the system is becoming over-utilized or that it cannot be guaranteed the temporal correctness
of all RT tasks and containers, the system may move one or multiple containers onto another
(less congested) node. Here, the complexity comes from identifying which containers to move and
to which node(s) to move them to [33]. Additionally, while the container budget and period are
more continuous in nature since we have a whole range of possible values to choose from, the
reallocation decision is inherently a binary one. Thus, at runtime, we need to be very careful when
switching from slightly adjusting container parameters to deciding that one or multiple containers
need to be moved.

The node-level view is depicted in Figure 2 where RT- and BE-containers coexist in a node, and,
additionally, there is one container-level controller per RT container. The container-level controller
is responsible for adapting local container-level parameters. While the controllers here are local to
the container-level containers (and hence apply changes to local container values), they need to
synchronize and orchestrate to node-level and cluster-level controllers. By having this controller
hierarchy, we can ensure that the holistic view of the distributed system is maintained and the
correct overall decisions are made. We envision simple but fast controllers that interact locally
with the budget of a container (within some predefined bounds) and can react quickly to runtime
violations. Moreover, a node-level controller orchestrates between the container-level controllers,
e.g., to modify the allowed bounds for local budget changes and compute correct dimensioning of,
e.g., container periods depending on the overall node-level system state. On the next hierarchical
level, a centralized controller orchestrates the migration of containers to other nodes.
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Another aspect of online redimensioning or migration is resource and task optimization. Even
when no real-time requirements are violated, the controllers may decide that there are enough free
resources in a node to redimension a particular container (e.g., increasing its budget) to reduce the
task response times. Alternatively, a controller may detect that tasks within an RT-Container finish
well before their deadlines and decide to reduce the budget in order to, e.g., optimize non-functional
properties such as power consumption or give more bandwidth to BE containers.

4.2.2 Control Hierarchy. The overall control is divided into three levels of hierarchy. Thus, this
control structure allows to maintain the separation of concerns and allows for the implementation
of different policies for each of the control levels. For instance, cluster-level control can only
focus on defining the strategies for migrating containers without a need for reasoning about
resource allocation for the containers (that is, the controllers on other levels). Additionally, such an
architecture enables the co-existence of various policies, e.g., there can be various per-container
container-level controllers. In the following section, we describe the individual controllers.

4.2.3 Container-level Controller. A primary goal of the container-level controller is to free up
resources whenever possible by lowering the budget. In this way, the utilization of the given
container is reduced, releasing computing resources to be used by the node-level controller for
other co-located containers. The container-level controller implements a free-up resource policy
that decides the time instant of the free-up action and the number of resources to be released. The
decision to reduce the budget is taken based on the measured response time of the tasks within
the container (𝐶𝐿𝑀.𝑟𝑡Measured). If the container-level controller notices that the tasks finish with
enough laxity to meet their deadlines (in a certain span of time), then the tasks must finish with
enough laxity. In that case, it can decide that the tasks do not need as many computing resources as
they currently have. Consequently, it may decrease their resource usage by reducing their budget.
For real-time tasks, the target is to let tasks response times to be as close as possible to their
deadlines to decrease the required budget and hence the deadline can be used as the target CML
(𝐶𝐿𝑀.𝑟𝑡Target).

The container-level controller that we use in this work frees up resources proportionally to
the deviation between the required response time and the measured response (denoted as Y). The
more the budget is overshot (resulting in lower measured response time), the more it releases the
overshot budget. The controller follows an Integral Controller strategy, similar to the one presented
in [34], to adjust the budget 𝑄 (𝑡) allocated to the container at a point in time 𝑡 :

Y (𝑡) = 𝐶𝐿𝑀.𝑟𝑡Target (𝑡) −𝐶𝐿𝑀.𝑟𝑡Measured (𝑡) (12)

𝑄new (𝑡) = 𝑄 (𝑡 − 1) − 𝐾clc ·max(Y (𝑡), 0) (13)
𝑄 (𝑡) = max(𝑄new (𝑡), 𝑄min) (14)

where, the variable Y (𝑡) denotes the disturbances between the target and measured performance
of a given container, the variable 𝑄new (𝑡) is an intermediate value of the budget calculated by the
integral controller, and 𝑄 (𝑡) denotes the new value of the budget after release from the container
Πrt. The parameter 𝐾clc ∈ (0, 1] is the container-level controller gain, and it is a design parameter
for the controller that defines how aggressively the budget should be decreased. Notice that the
allocated budget is saturated to a minimum value to guarantee a minimal allocation of time. This
strategy is computationally extremely simple (thus, low overhead), and it is implemented for every
RT container running in a given node.

4.2.4 Node-level Controller. The node-level container has complete information about the state of
the node 𝑗 ∈ {1, . . . , 𝑛} (e.g., overall RT-container utilization, Operating System-Level Metrics), the
state of the containers 𝑖 ∈ Πrt

𝑗 (e.g., their budgets and periods, Container Level Metrics, etc.), and
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Fig. 3. CPU resources distribution.

the history of the state changes. While the container-level controller has the main aim of freeing up
resources whenever possible, the node-level container attempts to maintain the real-time properties
of tasks by using unused computing resources and distributing them to containers that need them.
This is done by increasing the budget. Both decisions need to include system-level aspects like
overall utilization, effect on other RT and non-RT containers, system overhead, etc.

The node-level control aims to distribute the system resources in order to keep the total utiliza-
tion of real-time containers under a predefined threshold, so even applications outside real-time
containers get access to system resources. However, the controller can temporarily exceed the
predefined threshold and oversubscribe resources for real-time containers, e.g., in cases of excep-
tional disturbances or when a migration of a container to another node is initialized. Node-level
controllers keep track of the available resources in the system and define resource re-distribution
policies that allocate a part of the resources to containers. The controller can also utilize predictive
or probabilistic methods to adjust resources for a particular container before the container suffers
from interference or a changing workload.
The node-level controller keeps track of the available CPU resources that can be distributed

between RT containers as shown in Figure 3. By default, the controller allocates 80% of the CPU
bandwidth that can be used by the RT containers. An unused part of it, which is at least 20% of
CPU bandwidth, is used by non-real-time BE containers and other (system) tasks. The node-level
controller, computes, for every single container 𝑖 ∈ Πrt

𝑗 , an Integral Control strategy:

𝜖𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝐶𝐿𝑀.𝑟𝑡Target𝑖
(𝑡) −𝐶𝐿𝑀.𝑟𝑡Measured

𝑖 (𝑡) (15)

𝑄new
𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑄𝑖 (𝑡 − 1) + 𝐾nlc

𝑖 ·min(𝜖𝑖 (𝑡), 0) (16)
𝑄𝑖 (𝑡) = min(𝑄new

𝑖 (𝑡), 𝑄av
𝑖 (𝑡)) (17)

where 𝐾nlc
𝑖 ∈ (0, 1] is the node-level controller gain, and it defines how aggressively the budget

should be increased while the response time of the container does not meet the target response time.
Moreover, 𝑄av

𝑖 (𝑡) is the currently available budget in the node, as seen by the container 𝑖 ∈ Πrt
𝑗 ,

and it is computed as

𝑄av
𝑖 (𝑡) = 𝑄 tot

𝑗 −
∑︁

𝑘∈Πrt\𝑖
𝑄𝑘 (𝑡)

where 𝑄 tot
𝑗 is the 80% total budget on the computing node.

The controller continuously monitors the disturbances between the target and measured per-
formance (𝜖 (𝑡)) and attempts to increase the resources. The control mechanism is similar to the
container-level controller, however, this controller can only increase resources for the controller
based on the disturbance and available budget. If a container has multiple tasks then the control
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action calculation will be based on the worst-behaving tasks with respect to their response times
and deadlines, i.e., the task that generates the longest deadline miss.
In case tasks inside a container miss 𝑁 subsequent deadlines (𝜖𝑖 < 0) and the budget has not

increased compared with the previous instances of the controller then the cluster-level controller
will be triggered to migrate this container to another node.

4.2.5 Cluster-level Controller. The cluster-level controller monitors individual nodes in the cluster
and initializes the migration of containers that are not able to meet demanded real-time performance.
The cluster-level controller has a holistic view of the system and can decide to migrate containers to
less congested nodes. The node-level controller signals to the cluster-level controller that it cannot
meet the real-time requirements of tasks by local changes only. Therefore, the decision to move
one or more containers needs to be made. Additionally, the cluster-level container may decide on
its own to move certain containers based on, e.g., optimization objectives. However, the controller
needs to be very careful not to transform a functioning system into a non-functioning one.
The node-level container selects which container(s) to move, and the cluster-level container

decides where to transfer them to. In this case, the cluster-level controller does not need to have
some of the local information about the health of the containers since it does not decide which
container to move.

The decision of where to move containers can be made based on more high-level information (e.g.,
node utilization) and not on more specific data like individual container health, so the container-
level controller does not need to have a detailed view of which containers are where and their
history (or, e.g., the deadline miss history of a node). As a result, the container-level controller
relies on the node-level controller to dimension the container in the right way once it is assigned
depending on local information. An alternative is to decide where to move/place a container based
on more detailed information and dimension it with a knowledge of the parameters/health/ history
of other containers on that node. The downside is that the cluster-level controller will need to be
updated more frequently and have a more detailed view of each node.

4.3 Implementation
To show the feasibility and the behavior of the system, we implement the proposed Hierarchical
Framework in Debian GNU/Linux 10 (buster) patched with the HCBS (Hierarchical Constant
Bandwidth Server) patch3 introduced in [1]. This patch allows controlling containers’ resources
at runtime without any need to modify the container runtime. The resources can be controlled
by setting the values in cgroups or by setting the values directly in Linux Kernel (e.g., in the task
scheduler or in syscall handlers). We enhance the Linux Kernel to adapt CPU resources for RT
containers dynamically. While the HCBS patch allows us to statically set the CPU budget and CPU
period for the containers, our additional modifications allow us to dynamically adapt the CPU
resources for the RT containers at runtime. We implemented container- and node-controller within
the Linux Kernel (specifically, a task scheduler to compute CLM metrics and custom syscalls to
trigger control actions). The controllers directly access the container, tasks, and resource reservation
entities without causing additional overhead. The cluster-level controller is implemented as a user-
space application that periodically observes the states of RT containers and performs migration of
a deficient container(s) to another node. The migration process is described in Section 4.3.1.
The workflow and implementation overview is as follows:

• A container is executed with the initial parameters computed in the offline phase (e.g., docker
run –cpu-rt-runtime=40000 –cpu-rt-period=50000 rt_container). The initial values are stored

3Available at https://github.com/lucabe72/LinuxPatches/tree/HCBS
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in cgroups as cpu.rt_quota and cpu.rt_period. The values can be changed at runtime from the
kernel space.

• The scheduler selects the highest priority container with available CPU quota, i.e., containers
with the earliest deadline following the SCHED_DEADLINE policy. After that, the highest
priority runnable tasks are selected from each of the scheduled containers and granted a
CPU.

• Each task, implemented in struct task_struct, is annotated with a task period and activation
start. The values are used to compute the performance metrics.

• On each job activation, the Linux Kernel is notified that the job has started via a custom
syscall.

• After each job is completed, the Kernel is notified about the job competition via a custom
syscall, and the task is suspended until the time of the next job activation.

• Upon the finish-job syscall, the CLM metrics are updated. The CLM metrics are computed
based on the activation time, finishing time, and period of the job. We compute response
time, and lateness, and update the deadline miss counter. The CLM metrics are saved in /proc
filesystem and are accessible to all controllers.

• Additionally, upon the finish-job syscall, the custom syscall executes the control hierarchy as
follows (as described in Section 4.2):
– Container-level controller attempts to free up reserved resources if possible.
– Node-level controller increases resources to the containers with unsatisfactory performance.
If there are not enough free resources, the containers are marked as to-be-migrated (in
/proc filesystem).

• Cluster-level controller periodically check for to-be-migrated containers and performs the
migration process.

4.3.1 Migration of containers. The migration of containers is performed by a custom python-based
Cluster-level controller application based on a client-server architecture. The server-side application
keeps track of connected computed nodes, deployed containers, and performance metrics of the
nodes and individual containers. The client side periodically reports performance metrics to the
server and performs the migration of containers as depicted in Figure 4.

2

Server

Computing node Computing node

Migration Request
1

4

3

Create Container

Container Ready 
Notification

Start Container
Stop the old container

Fig. 4. Migration process of containers.
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Once a container fails to obtain the necessary resources to meet the desired performance, the
Node-level controller records it in /proc filesystem. This triggers the Cluster-level controller on the
client side to inform the server of the container that needs to be relocated. The server then finds a
host that meets the requirements mentioned in Section 4.1 and requests the new host to create the
container. When the container is ready, the new host notifies the old host, prompting it to stop the
container.

5 EVALUATION OF THE FRAMEWORK
In this section, we evaluate the proposed Hierarchical Resource Orchestration Framework. We
perform the experiments on two COTS platforms: Intel Core i5, 4 GB RAM, Debian Linux 5.2.8
patched with HCBS patch [1] and Intel Core i7, 16 GB RAM, Debian Linux 5.2.8 patched with HCBS
patch. Moreover, we run some scalability experiments for the offline phase using the z3 solver in
version 4.11.2.

5.1 Demonstration of performance interference between containers
We illustrate the interference caused by the use of shared resources between co-located containers
executed on a single computing node as shown in Figure 1. We perform two experiments that
run a single RT container collocated with a) one non-real-time container and b) multiple non-
real-time containers. In the first case (depicted in 1a), the co-located non-real-time container is
periodically changing its workload between cache-intensive workload (matrix multiplication) and
simple workload (simple busy loop). As seen in the subfigure, the response time of an RT container
is aligned with the period of cache-intensive (e.g., between 0s and 20s, 40s and 62s, etc.) workload
in the co-located non-real-time container. The response time ranges between 2.7s and 3.7s. In the
second case (depicted in 1b), in addition to the RT container, we gradually execute non-real-time
containers performing a cache-intensive workload. We can see that with the increased number of
non-real-time containers, the response time of the RT container exhibits increasing response time.
The results of the experiment show the performance interference of the container.

In the following sections, we first evaluate the offline phase, and then we show the dynamic
adaptation of the CPU resources that can deal with performance disturbances of the executed
containers by the proposed hierarchical framework.

5.2 Evaluation of the offline phase
In the offline phase, we study the scalability of solving the constrained optimization problem as
defined in Section 4.1. Generally, the allocation problem in hierarchical scheduling reduces to the
bin-packing problem [47] and is thus contained in the NP-hard complexity class. We implemented
the constrained optimization problem using the z3 solver in version 4.11.2 4.
We generate 5 different problem sizes in terms of the number of nodes, the number of contain-

ers, and the number of tasks, and for each problem size, we generate 10 test cases. Each node
has a memory and storage availability chosen randomly between 10𝑀𝐵 and 20𝑀𝐵 and between
1𝐺𝐵 and 2𝐺𝐵, respectively. The tasks are defined by a period chosen randomly from the set
{200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000}𝑚𝑠 , a WCET selected randomly between 1 and 10 ms,
a storage usage randomly chosen between 2 and 8 MB, and a memory usage chosen randomly
between 16 and 64 KB.

In Figure 5, we show the scalability of the offline assignment and dimensioning with the following
system configurations (x-axis) in terms of (nodes, containers, tasks): (2, 6, 24), (3, 9, 36), (4, 12, 48),
(5, 15, 60), (6, 18, 72). On the logarithmic y-axis, we show the average runtime when solving the

4Available at https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3
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Fig. 5. Scalability results for the offline dimensioning and allocation step with and without optimization.

offline phase with and without optimization constraints and for each size configuration defined
above. We set the timeout to 2 hours, after which we deem the test case to be infeasible.

As can be seen, the average runtime increases exponentially, both with and without optimization,
as the size of the problem increases. Without optimization criteria, we see that also relatively large
use cases can be solved in a reasonable amount of time with a system consisting of 5 nodes, 15
containers, and 60 tasks needing, on average, 34 seconds. For a system consisting of 6 nodes, 18
containers, and 72 tasks, 5 out of the 10 test cases reached the timeout, while the average runtime
for the other 5 “solvable” test cases was around 1.6 minutes. As expected, when the optimization
criteria of minimizing the utilization of the containers (𝑐1 = 0 and 𝑐2 = 1) were enabled, the average
runtime grew more quickly, leading to worse scalability. We can see that small to medium system
configurations can be solved in a reasonable time, especially when optimization is not enabled,
which is usually the preferred approach since the online phase will take care of freeing up unused
resources and adapting to fluctuations due to system and context switch overheads. For larger
systems, using SMT or OMT solvers that deliver optimal solutions will not scale anymore, making
it necessary to use heuristics that sacrifice optimality and completeness for faster runtimes.

5.3 Evaluation of container-level and node-level controllers
This section discusses two types of experiments, depicted in Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively. Both
experiments focus on the online CPU budget adaptation using the joint container-level and node-
level controllers that decrease/increase the container CPU budget to reach the target performance
level. The first experiment (Figure 6) shows the response time and budget of a single container, in
the case of a fixed budget (Figure 6a), and of a variable budget allocation (Figure 6b). The workload
is varied within the container.
In Figure 6a, we statically set the replenishment quota to 21ms over the period of 25ms. This

scenario does not employ any adaptation mechanism. The response time changes periodically
between 170ms and 285ms, while the target response time is set to 300ms. We can see the changing
response time of the container at times 45s, 116s. The allocated budget remains constant. This
leads to the over-allocation of computing resources, part of the unused reserved budget could be
reserved for another RT container (that may have insufficient resources). Figure 6b shows the
same scenario with the enabled online CPU budget adaptation. In this case, the allocated budget is
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(a) A baseline scenario without the budget adaptation.
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(b) A scenario with online budget adaptation.

Fig. 6. An experiment showing an effect of budget adaptation.

automatically adjusted to match the target response time. As there is no control nor measurement of
the time-varying workload, the control mechanism dynamically reacts to its variation without any
information on how long such a variation can last. The controller, therefore, serves as an iterative
learning mechanism to identify the right allocation of the budget over time. In this scenario, we
used two different𝐾 parameters in the container- (𝐾clc = 0.3) and node-level (𝐾nlc = 0.6) controllers
to have a more aggressive strategy to increase the budget and a more relaxed strategy to release
the budget. When increasing the budget of a container it is better to do it as fast as possible to
reduce the quality degradation in terms of deadline misses. In contrast, it is better to release the
budget gradually to avoid sudden increases in response times.
The second experiment (Figure 7) shows two RT containers deployed on a single computing

node. The figure shows a) the measured response time and target response time, b) per-container
budget allocation and c) the percentage of the entire CPU budget allocation.

The containers are experiencing performance disturbances. For instance, RT container 1 experi-
ences an increased workload between 21s and 63s, and between 108s and 148s. The RT container
2 experiences an increased workload between 39s and 95s, and between 152s and 210s. The per-
container budget allocation shows that the budget is increased by the node-level controller and
decreased by the container-level controller in line with the change in workload that is experienced.
The figure shows how the two controllers are able to dynamically adjust the allocated budgets

to match the desired target responses of the respective containers. The bottom graph in Figure 7
shows how the overall budget is partitioned over the two containers. In this specific example, we
do not consider the case in which the overall allocated budget exceeds the maximum share allowed
for the real-time containers (indicated as a dashed red line in the graph). The case in which such a
threshold is exceeded would trigger a container migration, and it is analyzed in the next section.
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Fig. 7. Distribution of budget amongst containers. Response times and budget allocation per container.

5.4 Evaluation of cluster-level controller
The experiment depicted in Figure 8 shows the collaboration between the 3-level control hierarchy
proposed in this paper. On the x-axis, we depict the timeline of the system and its trace. Container-
and node-level controllers are designed to balance CPU resources amongst two RT containers, while
the cluster-level controller is designed to monitor the performance of each of the RT containers,
and if the performance is not as desired for a period of time, then one of the containers will be
stopped and redeployed to another computing (less loaded) node.

The experiment shows two RT containers (Initial 𝑄1 = 8𝑚𝑠 and 𝑄2 = 7.5𝑚𝑠 with periods 25𝑚𝑠)
that are unable to reach the target response times (800𝑚𝑠 and 600𝑚𝑠) due to insufficient CPU
budget (top figure). On the y-axis, we depict the response time in milliseconds, showing both the
desired and measured response times of the two containerized tasks with dotted and solid lines,
respectively. In the middle part of the figure, we see the budget allocation for both containers (the
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Fig. 8. A demonstration of a cluster-level controller that migrates Container 2 on a less congested computing
node.

budget being depicted on the y-axis in milliseconds). Moreover, in the bottom part of the figure,
we see that the overall budget allocation is saturating at the maximum set value of 80% of total
CPU bandwidth. Hence, since the node- and container-level controllers cannot change the budget
allocation in such a way that both containers meet their respective response times, the cluster-level
controller performs migration of one of the containers in order to relieve the computing node.
At the time 35 seconds, the cluster-level controller detects that the system can not satisfy the

response-times requirements of the deployed containers (neither of the containers can reach the
target response time). Thus, the controller chooses container 2 to be redeployed on another node.
The container is stopped, and the allocated budget (𝑄2) is fully released. Then, container 1 can
instantly use the newly allocated budget, thus being able to fulfill its response time requirement.
We can see in the top part of the figure that the response time of the remaining containerized
application reaches the desired level a short time after the migration has been finished. Moreover,
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at time 54 seconds, we can see that there is some interference on the remaining container, causing
a spike in the response time and the node-level controller being able to allocate even more of the
freed-up budget to the remaining container.

6 DISCUSSION
The experiments, that we conducted, show that the proposed online adaptation mechanism can
adapt the CPU bandwidth of real-time containers and match the required performance. On the
other hand, the control mechanism can also decrease the resource for containers with over-reserved
resources and these resources can be used by containers with poor performance.

The implementation in the Linux Kernel enables a more rapid control loop as well as the ability
for runtime adaptation of resources without the need for so-called breath-duration periods, which
are break intervals that allow a system to reach a steady state after scaling [5].
The system takes control decisions at the end of each job. However, it is possible to adjust

resources during the execution of the job, not only at the end of the job. For example, if a system
detects that a job may not finish before the deadline, the system may allocate more resources at the
time instant of the detection of a possible delay. However, we keep this topic for future work.
The limitation of the experiment is the use of synthetic tasks; we are seeking a use-case to

demonstrate our control mechanism for real-world application (e.g., autonomous driving, robot
control). Also, previously we defined CLM and OSLM metrics that contain a multitude of values
that describe the real-time performance of containers and the system; however, in our experiments,
we use only the basic response time metric.

7 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a Hierarchical Resource Orchestration Framework for Real-Time Contain-
ers that aims to mitigate the timing disturbances present in container-based virtualization due to,
e.g., the effects of the use of shared resources, which can affect the temporal behavior of real-time
containers. The proposed framework contains two phases: an offline phase that decides the initial
deployment and dimensioning of the real-time containers and an online phase that complements
the initial deployment to re-adjust the resources when unexpected changes occur.
We implement the framework on a real Linux-based system patched with the HCBS patch to

show the feasibility of the proposed framework. In our experiments, we demonstrate a) the effect
of performance interference between containers, b) the control of resources for the containers, c)
the re-distribution of resources between the containers, and d) a migration of containers when the
overall resources are not sufficient to meet the real-time needs of the containerized applications.
Moreover, we also perform a scalability evaluation of an SMT-based implementation of the offline
phase. Our experiments show that the proposed framework can mitigate timing disturbances of
containerized applications in Linux-based systems and is able to adjust and re-distribute computing
resources between containers when needed.

There are several interesting directions for future work. First, the proposed framework utilizes a
simple control mechanism to reserve and distribute CPU resources for the RT containers. However,
more complex control, decision, and predictive algorithms are needed to capture more complex
scenarios. We aim to extend the cluster-level controller with the ability to identify the optimal
set of containers to migrate since it may be more beneficial to migrate the containers that are
causing performance interference instead of those with poor real-time performance. Additionally,
the offline phase utilizes SMT (or OMT) solvers that deliver optimal solutions but does not scale for
large systems. Hence, we aim to investigate efficient heuristics that can scale for large systems, like
those found in some industrial automation applications.
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